
Even faster now with SSD – RipNAS Solid V3

RipNAS Solid V3 – Ripper, Server & Player:
>> with 120GB fast SSD inside
>> with fast and durable TEAC drive 
>> buffered and stabilized PSU with filter 
>> with 1TB silent hard drive included
>> optional 1TB more
>> with HDMI and S/PDIF

"Our fastest and most professional Ripper ever!"

What differs RipNAS from other Ripper and Servers?
✔ it has the most advanced ripping mechanisms to ensure the highest audio quality
✔ it works with ALL network players on the market like Linn, Naim, NAD, Pro-Ject, 

Logitech, Sonos, Windows and Apple Players. This way you can have in each room 
other players, like Linn in the living room, Logitech in the kitchen, Sonos in the 
bedroom. You are free to choose the best option for each room.

RipNAS V3 as Server:
>> WHS 2011 64-Bit
>> dbPoweramp Ripping Software R14
>> Asset UPNP R4
>> AccurateRip & C2 Correction
>> PerfectMeta with 5 databases
>> Multi-Encoder ripping 2 formats at the same time
>> Stablebit Drivepool for more security

Specification:
>> 5.25" TEAC Profi drive with C2 correction
>> buffered and stabilized PSU with HF filter
>> powersaving AMD Dual Core with 4GB RAM
>> 4x USB for external USB HDD or USB-DAC
>> HDMI 1.4 and S/PDIF with up to 24/192KHz
>> 120GB fast system SSD
>> 1TB silent 2.5" HDD included
>> optional 1TB more

RipNAS V3 as Player:
>> HDMI 1.4 for perfect sound and picture
>> S/PDIF-RCA with up to 24/192KHz
>> asynchronous USB for up to  32/384KHz
>> supports Dolby Digital and DTS Audio
>> with XBMC easy UPNP or AirPlay
>> with remote control and status display
>> many remote apps for iPAD and Android 

Weight: 10kg  
Colour: black
Dimension: 43cm wide x 29cm deep x 6cm high
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